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•  People make accurate predictions for real world events 

(Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2006)     
•  Accurate predictions are particularly important in the domain 

of health, where accurate understanding of illness directly 
influences patient outcomes (Peters, 2006) 

•  People often underestimate or overestimate their risk of 
contracting rare illnesses (Peters, 2006) 

•  We investigated accuracy in predictions about illness 
duration and location 

STUDY 1 
•  113 Rutgers students 
•  Asked to make predictions about the duration of 9 

illnesses 
•  5 acute illnesses  
•  4 chronic illnesses 

•  Example question: Given that you meet someone who has 
had type-II diabetes for 1 year, what do you think the total 
duration of their illness will be? 

•  Asked to estimate prevalence of each illness in the 
population out of 10,000 

•  Prediction from the erlang prior: t*=t + βlog2 

STUDY 2 
•  13 individuals from the New Brunswick area 
•  They were shown a model of a person with abdominal pain 

with location (see McGill scale below), and pain level 
(see Wong-Baker scale below) manipulated 

•  Asked what illness this pain might indicate 
•  Part I: freely responded 
•  Part II: selected an illness from a  dropdown menu 

•   Asked how long they would wait to talk to a friend or 
family member, and how long they would wait to see a 
doctor 

 
 
 
       Wong-Baker Pain Scale 

         McGill Pain Scale 
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•  How accurate are participants relative to the true statistics 

of the environment? 
•  What are peoples’ expectations for illness location and 

duration? 
•  Do expectations differ for acute vs. chronic illnesses? 
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*Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 

Dropdown menu leads to less 
agreement and more unlikely 

options being chosen

Upper-Dropdown Upper- Free Response 
Vague responses mainly 
referencing organs/areas

  Greatest agreement 
condition 
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High agreement of low 
risk illnesses  

Lower- Free Response 
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Possible confusion with lower 
right quadrant

Lower Left- Free Response 
End symptom is specific leading

 to higher agreement

Lower Right- Free Response 
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Time to Wait Before
 Seeking Care 

Chronic 

General Conclusions 
•  Duration estimates are more accurate for acute than chronic 

illnesses 
•  Duration estimates are more accurate for common illnesses 
•  Common ailments show greater overestimation of prevalence 
•  Choosing options from a dropdown menu leads to choosing 

more rare, high risk illnesses 
•  Common ailments have high agreement in occurrence leading 

to a longer threshold to seek care 
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*Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 

Acute 

Common acute illnesses 
are more overestimated


